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SELECTION OF PATIENTS WITH AGGRESSIVE LYMPHOMA IN REMISSION CANDIDATES TO AUTOLOGOUS BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION
To the Editor:
Nademanee et al have recently published preliminary results of autologous bone marrow transplantation (ABMT) in poor-risk aggressive lymphomas during first complete remission (CR).' In this series, 84% of patients were alive and disease-free after a median follow-up of 3 years, suggesting that ABMT may improve the outcome of such patients. These results emphasize the importance to identify patients not likely to be cured with conventional chemotherapy in whom intensive consolidation therapy could be appropriate. There are several prognostic classifications for aggressive lymphomas, including the G.E.L.A. index' used by the referred investigators,' and the recently proposed International Prognosis Main variables considered in these classifications to separate different risk groups of patients are performance status (PS), Ann Arbor stage, bulky disease, extranodal involvement, and serum LDH. However, most studies do not take into consideration that prognostic factors may change once a CR is achieved. Therefore, to select patients in CR candidate to receive further therapy, including ABMT, specific analysis of prognostic factors in CR patients are ne~essary. 
RESPONSE
We appreciate Dr Lopez-Guillermo's comments about the poor prognostic features for patients with aggressive large cell lymphoma. We agree that most studies do not consider the fact that prognostic factors may change once a complete remission is achieved. We are very pleased to learn that the initial serum lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) level retains its predictive value even in patients who achieve a complete remission. All patients in our study had elevated LDH levels at the time of diagnosis. Taken together, these studies show that disease-free survival (DFS) can be improved with high-dose therapy and autologous bone marrow transplantation (ABMT) when performed during first complete remission.
We appreciate that Sierra et al shared the results from the Spanish cooperative group, GEL/TAMO, which support our data that highdose therapy and ABMT in first complete remission can produce long-term DFS in patients with poor prognostic features at presentation. However, there are two differences between the two studies. First, it is unclear which prognostic models were used in their study to select the patients for transplantation. In our study, an elevated LDH level was one of the criteria for inclusion. Secondly. there is a difference in the incidence of toxic death, occumng 14% in their series versus 0% in our series. We have now expanded our experience to include 40 patients with intermediateihigh-grade and low-grade lymphoma who were transplanted in first complete remission and, so far. have not encountered any toxic deaths in this group. The explanation for these differences is unclear. Perhaps supportive care and patient selection might be the reason.
Due to the small sample size of our study, a multivariate analysis of the prognostic factors for DFS after transplantation has not been performed. Although all the patients in our study had elevated LDH at presentation, only three of them had relapsed after transplantation. Further analysis will be performed to identify the risk factors for relapse after transplantation once the sample size is larger.
These reports indicate that poor risk factors can be identified using several prognostic models and the most recent international index. These results showed that there are patients with aggressive large cell lymphoma who had poor prognostic features at presentation whose survival is poor despite attaining complete remission. The results from Sierra et al and our studies show that high-dose therapy and ABMT can improve their DFS. Careful patient selection based on a well-described international index as well as further randomized studies are necessary to determine the role of high-dose therapy and ABMT during first remission in this selected group of patients.
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